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DATES

24th – 26th November
OVERALL FOOTFALL

200+ Students

CONNECTWITHUS

The I.I.M.U.N. Erode 2023 was held on the 24th,25th, and 26th of November 2023, marking the thirteenth year of
I.I.M.U.N. physical conferences, hosted in the beautiful campus of Velammal Bodhi Campus. The conference witnessed
an impressive turnout of students from grades 7th to 12th, hailing from various schools across the district. Students 
indulged in enriching discussions on national and international topics, tailored to their respective age groups, ranging 
from discussing the need for a uniform civil code and solving the Kaveri water dispute, to discussing how to improve the
situation of global waste management to also seeing students defend their favorite IPL team in the Mega Auctions.

The opening ceremony on 24th November was a mesmerizing affair with close to 200 attendees, congregating under one
platform commencing with a lamp lighting ceremony followed by a phenomenal Indian Classical dance performance.
The ceremony was attended by Padma shri awardee Shri Rajagopalan Vasudevan who developed an innovative method
to reuse plastic waste for better.

The conferences' highlights were undoubtedly the intriguing discussions and remarkable declarations put forth by the
students, showcasing their in-depth research and knowledge on the subject matter. The second day saw a lineup of
cultural performances where students showcased the talents they honed from dancing to singing and much more.

The third day began with an early morning yoga session, helping students rejuvenate physically and mentally before the
final committee sessions. The closing ceremony was a mix of emotions, as the winners celebrated their triumphs, while
all participants bid farewell to each other with heavy hearts. The event was a testament to the warm hospitality and
nurturing environment of the host, which has been a home for the participants in Erode and a source of immense pride.

Snippet of Yoga session in 
the conference.

Snippet of Inaugural
Ceremony.

Snippet of Delegates 
discussing world issues 

during committee sessions.
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